AAAC Meeting Notes
October 4, 2013
Alakai 118, 9:30 am to 11:00 am

A. Accreditation Report  (Doug)
The follow-up report is with the Board of Regents and is due in California on Oct 15th. We’ll probably have word by next week on how the visiting team will be constituted. Doug’s guess is that the earliest the team could be here would be the last two weeks of October and the latest they would be here would be the middle of November.

B. 8-Week Classes in the Fall (Brian)
Counselors suggested we offer 8-week classes. It would more than likely be classes with general appeal (HIST, FAMR, PSY) offered in the evening for students who would like to graduate earlier or students couldn’t get into a class offered during the regular semester. There was general consensus to try this format this coming Spring but that it was too early to offer it in the Fall.

C. Spring SOC (Brian)
Any major issues to address before going live? There was general consensus that the draft schedule is good enough to go public. There is still time to make adjustments before registration begins, which is the first week of November.

D. Summer SOC (Brian)
a. Thoughts on the student survey? This was deferred to the next meeting.

E. Next meeting: Friday, November 1, 2013 at 9:30 am in Alakai 118